
Benson's
Christmas
Letter
E V A L U A T I O N  R E P O R T



In August, we rehearsed 3 actors, who had all previously toured live with C4K, then filmed in
September and October in a green screen studio - combining live theatre, animation and

videography to create a vivid, exciting and engaging show specially designed for children with
complex needs and life-limiting illness.

 
Our audiences are unique in
their range of disabilities and
their needs - from life-limiting
illnesses to profound multiple

learning difficulties. The
unifying factor is that they are

unable to attend the theatre at
this magical time of year, so we

bring the theatre to them, to
their families and their carers.

About
Christmas 
for Kids

About
our 2020
show

Christmas for Kids (also known as C4K)
is a charity which devises and performs

shows for free at children's hospices.
Our shows are specially written and

designed to be multi-sensory,
interactive, fun and accessible -
comprising singing, storytelling,

puppetry and lots of silliness! 

In light of the Coronavirus pandemic, we were unable to deliver the  tour we had initially set
out for C4K in 2020. But we were not to be beaten, and we still wanted to get to all the

children's hospices in the UK, so we came up with...a digital show! 

Benson's Christmas Letter



'The show brought a lot of understanding for the
complex needs, especially for our children which is

accessible for all types of needs. For example, having
the knowledge of resources to involve the children

really helped.'
Teacher, SEND school



Many of the children we work with have profound
multiple learning difficulties, are on the autistic
spectrum and/or have life limiting illnesses which
require palliative care and round the clock medical
treatment.  

‘Benson’s Christmas Letter’ aimed to encourage
active participation in music, and recommended
props to stimulate the sense of touch.  The puppets
used in the shows were visually stimulating, and the
tone of voice aimed to be engaging and warm.
Overall, the show was designed to be fun and silly
and to bring much needed Christmas cheer into
hospices and SEND schools.

Aims
for the
show

In the short term, children with complex
needs in hospices and SEND schools, and
their carers, enjoy themselves and have fun.
Through their participation in the show,
children feel more valued and understood,
and their carers will feel less isolated and
stressed.
As a result, these children and their carers,
see an improved quality of life.

The aims for the show included:



The
impact

 
'The child in my care
enjoyed the show.'

'I enjoyed the
show.'

 
100% hospice staff

96% SEND school staff

 
100% hospice staff

100% SEND school staff

'Watching the show
had a positive
impact on my

wellbeing' 
100% hospice staff

96% SEND school staff

'Watching the show had a
positive impact on the

wellbeing of the child in my
care.'

100% hospice staff

92% SEND school staff

'This show
demonstrated an
understanding of

children with complex
needs.' 

100% hospice staff

92% SEND school staff

'The child in my
care found this

show engaging.'
 
 

 
100% hospice staff

96% SEND school staff

 
'The resource

guide helped make
the show more

interactive.'
100% hospice staff

100% SEND school staff

'The resource guide was
easy to follow.' 

100% hospice staff

92% SEND school staff



'It brought a bit of normality into the Christmas
term. The children loved the fun and excitement

of the show and everyone was smiling and
vocalising. This mood lasted throughout the day.'

Teacher, SEND school



Being able to play it multiple times for individual
children or smaller groups – this was thought to be
particularly important for children with severe complex
needs who would not be able join the live shows
because of medication needs or mobility issues. 
The ability to pause and stop the digital show meant
that the show could be seen by a wider audience
including children who need regular medical attention.
Some children have short attention spans and it was
great to be able to screen the digital show in small
segments over a longer period of time.
The digital show also meant that the link could be sent
to parents to watch with their children at home.

Comparison with the face-to-face show

While all of the staff we heard from in hospices and SEND
schools preferred the live option, the digital version of the
C4K show was thought to bring its own benefits. Ideally,
the staff would like both options to be available in the
future.

The benefits of the digital version include:

Summary

The acting and characters – a simple story with not
too many characters. 
The connections between the actors and the
audience, even though recorded.
The scenery and puppets using bright colours.
The enhanced knowledge of Makaton relating to
Christmas songs.
The general use of signing – particularly the signed
songs.
The general use of symbols to cue the activities.
The use of repetition – particularly the jokes.
The opportunities for memory making.

What made Benson’s Christmas Letter so
engaging? 

There was a strong perception that C4K were experts
at producing content for children with complex needs.
Staff felt that Benson’s Christmas Letter was much
better than a standard pantomime in terms of length,
tone of voice and interactivity. 

 Key features that particularly demonstrated the
needs of children with complex needs included:

The digital show was seen as engaging for all ages -
from six months to 21 years. The resource pack was
consistently described in a very positive way too. In
particular, the fact that it was sent before the show to
give staff plenty of time to collect props and prepare,
the copy of the script highlighting where props were
needed, and the fact that staff could use it flexibly to
suit the needs of their children/ what they had
available.



 
Benson’s Christmas

letter was played 749
times by 631 unique

viewers.
 

We estimate that the
audience was nearly 3
times greater than in

2019, as a result of having
the digital version –

2,080 this year
compared to 722 in 2019.

 
 



'It made such a
difference to the

children and their
families, and also,
to the staff – we
all loved it – it’s
just what we

needed.'

Staff Carer, Hospice


